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Minutes  

ICA/SIO 41th Annual Meeting at  

European Central bank, 10 – 12 June 2015, Frankfurt am Main, Germany 

 

Wednesday, 10 June 2015 

1. Welcome by our Host / Introduction ECB Archives  

The ECB welcomed all participants to the 41st ICA/SIO meeting. They expressed the hope 
that the meeting would be a successful one. 

2. The European Central Bank – Information Management Services. Presentation 
by Stuart Orr (ECB) 

 
Mr Orr gave a short introduction about the work of the ECB archives, highlighting the 
fact that over the 3 days, participants would hear more about ECB Information 
Management. 

 
3. The ECB Information Management Maturity Model. Presentation by Paloma 

Beneito Arias (ECB) 
 
Ms Beneito Arias explained the aims of the ECB’s IM Maturity Model, the approach and 
methodology which were followed by the Information Management Division, the scope 
and structure (with 2 Sections, 6 Goals and 21 Key Process Areas) of this IM Maturity 
Model, and finally the end results of the first maturity assessment of 2013. 
She stated that this model gave the ECB the possibility to address its IM weaknesses 
more directly and successfully. A new maturity assessment will take place in 2016. 

 
4. Archives to Memory: AtoM at the World Bank. Presentations by Vlada 

Alekankina, Sherrine Thompson and Jeanne Kramer-Smyth (World Bank) 
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Ms Alekankina, Ms Thompson and Ms Kramer-Smyth explained the background and 
reasoning why the World Bank implemented AtoM software. Their speeches focussed on 
describing World banks’ records to expedite access to their records by converting the 
digitization project into a sustainable program and enhanced online presence via the 
AtoM set-up and introducing a proactive digitization program of key collections. They 
also discussed the World banks’ arrangement and description method Post-2012. It 
differed from the previous program because they started to describe at Fonds-level, 
utilize the Bank’s records schedules and limited their analysis of their holdings to 
sampling. Lastly they presented the AtoM software. 
 

5. Access, Heritagisation of Intra-governmental legacy. Presentation by Gabrielle 
Ivacs (OAS) 

 
Ms Ivacs concentrated her speech around three subjects, Appraisal, Big Data and 
Community engagement and the interaction between these three subjects. She explained 
this via the work AOS had done on the collection and interpretation of data about the 
Roma in different parts of Europe. 

 
6. Research in the League of Nations Archives – personnel files. Presentation by 

Blandine Blukacz-Louisfert (UNOG) 
 
Ms Blukacz-Louisfert presented the League of Nations archives experience of the use of 
personnel files by researches, explained the rules of access to these files and gave a short 
demonstration of the League of Nations website LONSEA. 
 

 
7. Cloud archiving in International Organisations: a survey by UNESCO. 

Presentation by Adele Torrance (UNESCO) 
 
Ms Torrance first introduced shortly the Interpares project and the Interpares Trust. As 
part of the Trust, UNESCO initiated a project which researched the use of Cloud Services 
for Records Management Purposes by International Organizations. At the beginning of  
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2015 a survey was send out to International organisations. The results of this survey 
were presented at the meeting. 

 
8. UNHCR:  managing a global records and archives program. Presentation by 

Montserrat Canela Garayoa (UNHCR) 
 
Ms Canela Garayoa introduced the records management program of UNHCR. After a 
short introduction of the organisation and the role the Records and Archives Section is 
playing, she focussed on the introduction of E-Safe to help to break, as she called it, the 
“vicious circle” of bad records management. E-safe will be at the centre of the program 
and will be completely rolled out globally the coming years. She explained the 
methodology behind E-safe and the expected follow-up. 

 
Thursday, 11 June 2015 
 

9. Report from the Chair / Treasurer / Secretary / Set-up Recommendation 
Committee; SIO projects (MAST) 

 
Mr Lohman, Ms Dunn, Ms Sisk and Ms Deserno volunteered to be part of the 
Recommendation Committee. They will have to report back to the Meeting on Friday 
afternoon. 
 
Mr Misic, as Chair of the SIO, recapitulated on the previous 12 months by mentioning the 
several meetings of the Section Heads he participated in and focussing on the budgetary 
situation of ICA and subsequent situation the sections felt they were in. Although some 
changes were put in place (for example the cheaper rates for individual member), the overall 
financial situation of the ICA did not improve over the last years. 
During the last Section Heads meeting, a proposal was brought forward to return to the old 
situation of budget allocation.  
 
The MAST project was finalised and given over to the ICA PCOM, therefore the project 
became an ICA project now and further development was decide by PCOM. 
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Mr Lohman, as Secretary of SIO, explained how the decision of ICA to give PCOM the decisive 
power to decide on projects had influenced the set-up of this year’s meeting without a 
workshop. PCOM (ICA) is more focussed on deliverables and concrete activities and he was 
not sure how PCOM would respond to a request financially support the organisation of a one 
day workshop. 
 
The Secretary also explained the treasurer couldn’t be here today, but she asked him to 
mention that expenses for the last year’s meeting were met by the ICA Secretariat which now 
controls the spending of all sections with a ceiling of €1000 per section, per year unless a 
request is submitted in the form of an educational project. 
  

10. / 16. Round-table session on major archival and records management 
developments within each organization: Part 1 & 2 

 

The following organisations updated the meeting on what happened in their organisations 
since the 40th meeting: 

AOS; BIS; BSTDB; Cedefop; CoE; EBRD; EMBL; ESA; IFAD; NATO; OSCE; UNFCC (SDM); UN NY; 
UNHCR; UNOG; World Bank Group.  

In annex 2 to these minutes you will find an approved contribution by those organisations 
which had sent their text to the Secretary before the meeting. If you don’t find a contribution 
of an organisation, it means that this particular organisation has not given their permission 
to publish their round table text or did not supply a contribution to the Secretary. 
 

11. Report on Records and archives management in the United Nations. 
Presentation by Gérard Biraud, Inspector, Joint Inspection Unit of the United 
Nations system (JIU)  

 
Mr. Biraud presented the report by firstly explain the role of his unit within the UN system, 
before exploring the main findings of the report, which cumulated in 6 recommendations. He 
stressed the importance of co-operation between the different UN organisations. He hoped 
that the report will create impetus to address the issues and provoke changes in records 
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management and archives in the United Nations. Furthermore he hoped that the report 
could serve as a tool for record managers and archivists in their relation with their  
management and administration and lastly he hoped that staff at large could use the report 
to raise awareness of the importance of record management and archiving within each 
organisation. 
 

12. Follow-up discussion: Report on Records and archives management in the 
United Nations. Moderation by Tom Adami (UN-MICT) 

 
Mr. Adami moderated a lively discussion about the report and its recommendations. 
 
Session on Information Governance and Archives 

This session was co-ordinated and chaired by Ms Evangelia Kargianioti (BSTDB). She started 
the session with an introductory presentation, where she presented the result of the survey.   

Ms Kargianioti started her presentation by firstly defining Information Governance as such, 
secondly setting the environment for Information Governance and lastly, describing the 
several requirements for Information Governance. Furthermore she presented the results of 
the survey, which was send to all SIO members, highlighting some the questions and their 
outcome. 

13. Information Governance at the ECB. Presentation by Emily Witt (ECB) 
 
Ms Witt started her presentation by explaining her understanding of Information Governance, 
which was followed by explaining how theory was implemented into the ECB environment. 
She showed the various tools the ECB Information Management Services Division had 
developed over the years, including for example an Information Management framework, 
policy and strategy. She ended her presentation by asking the question if Information 
Governance was actually a known concept, but differently termed. 
 

14.  UN New York project on Governance of Information, Records and Archives 
Management. Presentation by Bridget Sisk (UN) 
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Ms Sisk described the project from its beginnings and the subsequent phases up to 2015. She 
concluded with her thoughts on the way forward and what she see as the biggest challenge 
which lay ahead, namely the Organisation's capability gaps for implementing an ARM 
governance framework, such there is collaboration readiness (Executive leaders and 
champions to motivate, build commitment, guide activities, etc.), to gain stakeholder 
engagement and lastly performance evaluation (skills, resources and authority to observe, 
document and measure framework development and implementation, goals, 
improvements/value added). 

 
15. From Central Filing to Information Governance: Changing the working method 

at the archives of the Council of the European Union. Presentation by Gustavo 
Castaner (EC)  

 
Mr Castaner started his presentation by explaining the role and function of the Council of the 
European Union as an institution and the place the General Secretariat of the Council his in 
this environment. The GSC is supporting 2 EU institutions, namely the Council of the EU and 
the European Council. He continued to explain development the records management and 
archives program within the Council from CODEMAP to DFM (Document and file 
management). This program contains among other things the development of a functional 
file plan and a new document management IT tool called AGORA. Lastly he focussed on the 
digitisation program of the microfiches on paper material dating back to the early fifties. 
 

16. See item 10 
 
Friday, 12 June 2015 
 

17. Selection Criteria for web archiving: A personal view. Presentation by Matthias 
Weber (ECB) 

 
Mr Weber started by discussing what websites are today. They are complex and not designed 
to archive information. He is proposing to options for selection criteria, namely content 
selection or selection based on the amount of pages. Capturing of websites can happen  
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automatically or manual. Lastly he suggests that in-house web-archiving activities will offer 
more possibilities in the selection of websites and pages. 
 

18. Web archiving in the European Union. Presentation by Dieter Schlenker (HAEU) 
 
Mr Schlenker presentation was focussed on the web preservation project within the 
European Union Institutions. He discussed the rationale behind the project (for example that 
more and more websites are recognised as digital memories of EU Institutions), The strategic 
objectives of the project, such as performing web archiving for all EU Institutional websites 
and the project terms of reference. Furthermore, he explained the results of the project via 
some crawl examples of websites. 
 

19. Avoiding Negative Impact - The Presentation of Graphic Images in the Archives. 
Presentation by Tom Adami (UN-MICT) 

 
Mr Adami wanted to use this presentation to touch upon a subject that has interested him 
for many years.  How can we as archivists and information managers avoid any negative 
impact associated with exposure to graphic material?  The archives of the Tribunals and the 
Mechanism contain highly emotive and disturbing material. MICT archivists often assist 
people who have been victimised in doing research or keep the content of human rights and 
other archives. This work can be extremely challenging, but also rewarding On the other 
hand the work can be more problematic, leaving potentially permanent scars. Mr.Adami 
discussed more in depth the term vicarious trauma and the effects this could have on 
archivists. He suggests that this graphic material need to be managed and preserved as well 
as made accessible, but that processes need to be in place to identify and address possible 
vicarious impact on archives staff. 
 

20. The Digital Asset Management (DAM) project at the ECB. Presentation by 
David Lapré (ECB) 

 
Mr Lapré introduced the ECB DAM project by stating the purpose of the project. The ECB 
started the project because it wanted among other things centralise the electronic archiving, 
cataloguing and management of the ECB’s media collection and preserve and protect ECB 
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media items from deterioration and loss (ECB institutional memory). The preparatory phase 
is closed and in August 2015 a public tender will be announced. It is expected that at the 
beginning of 2016 the DAM software will go live.  
 

21. Management and access to personnel files in international organisations. 
Presentation by Nathalie Tinjod (ESA) 

 
Ms Tinjod started her presentation by stating that privileges and immunities of ESA staff are 
being discussed increasingly. Personal data should in general neither be transferred internally 
nor externally, with an exception of the need for historical, statistical or scientific research. 
The problem is magnified by the fact that there is no longer a physical single personnel file 
but that they are instead virtualized in an IT system, (SAP in this case). ESA tries to strike a 
balance with EU regulations on data protection and their own policies and to define better 
what should be in a personnel file. So far ESA has not found the right solution to manage 
personnel their files, overcoming this virtualization of these files. 
 

22. The EU regulation on Data protection. Presentation by Andrea Damini (ECHO 
(EC)) 

 
Mr Damini started by giving a short overview of the data protection directive and the 
changes which were foreseen in the new regulation. He mentioned new themes, such as the 
need to reduce the bureaucratic costs, the increased attention to children protection and the 
“Right to be forgotten”.  He furthermore discussed several articles by comparing the different 
positions taken by the Commission, European Parliament and the EU Council. He concluded 
that historical research and archiving for public interest reasons are considered compatible 
for storage of personal data beyond the administrative use, the right to data protection is 
not an absolute right and must be commensurate with the right to the growth of knowledge 
and the right to information of the society and publication of personal data is permitted 
under specific circumstances. 
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23. The Archives Portal Europe. Presentation by Kerstin Arnold (German National 
Archives) 

 
Ms Arnold started by giving a short overview of the origins of the portal and the projects 
leading up to the portal, by introducing the objectives and challenges such there were; 
presenting and searching archival material, using international archival standards; 
organising the data (work)flow; enhancing interoperability;  creating and expanding an 
active network and lastly sustaining all these efforts. In the end the portal should give joint 
access to the continent’s archival material, a joint presentation of and research in archival 
descriptions linked to digital representations of the archival objects (but not limited to 
digitised material), access to the digital archival objects with additional functionalities at the 
content providers’ websites. Lastly she discussed the outlook of the portal for the coming 
years. She expected that the portal would be enhanced and extended by the use of EAC-CPF 
and METS/METSRights. The portal would move from EAD 2002 to EAD3 and enhance the 
topics functionality and functionalities for registered users. Lastly that work would be done to 
ensure user tagging and annotations. 
 

24. IMIO – International Co-operation in The Hague. Presentation by Ishumael 
Zinyengere (OPCW) 

 

Mr Zinyengere started by explaining what IMIO stands for. It is an Informal group of 
Information Managers in International Organisations (IMIO) based in The Hague. The group 
was established in 2008 by four international organisations to develop a community of 
practice, focused on issues relating to management of information, records and archives. The 
IMIO informal group has now increased to 12 international organisations. It has also met and 
collaborated with other International Organisations outside of its original scope. He thinks 
that the group is important because it creates a platform for knowledge exchange on best 
practices, an ability to share experiences and it became a resource exchange for the group. 
He also finds that IMIO became a bridge for sharing International developments, 
international collaboration among international organisations and a cross collaboration with 
National institutions in the Netherlands. Lastly he mentioned that at the moment there was a 
discussion developing within IMIO to formalise the group. 
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25. The SIO in the future: co-operation among the members: planning for the 
coming 8 years. Discussion session co-ordinated by SIO Board 

 
The Secretary introduced this subject by stating that this year’s meeting differed substantially 
from previous meetings with the omission of the traditional workshop. 
The members of the Bureau were of the opinion that the workshop should stay an integral 
part of the SIO meeting. 
After a short discussion, at which the changed budgetary circumstances of the ICA were 
discussed, it was decided to agree with the Secretary’s proposal to set up a task force which 
should organise next year’s workshop. The Secretary would take the lead in this task force 
and will send around an e-mail on this matter in September. 
The next subject concerned next year’s meeting. In 2016 the ICA Congress will be held in 
Seoul, South Korea, and traditionally the SIO meeting should be held at the same time. These 
meetings tend to be very unsatisfactory because of the shortness of the meeting (only half a 
day is allocated) and the low number of participants (In Brisbane only 8 people were 
attending). 
The Bureau proposed that SIO will organise a separate meeting in 2016, which would be held 
in May/April. After bringing this proposal to a vote, a majority voted for a separate meeting. 
The future of the SIO website was discussed. Gustavo Castaner, the SIO website 
administrator promised to look into the options and possibilities of moving the contents of 
the SIO website (currently hosted by UNESCO) to the ICA website. 
A discussion took place on how to improve future meetings. It was decided to regular update 
the list of topics which was created in 2014. The list would be used as a selection tool for 
items at future meetings. 
 
Lastly the election procedure for the new Bureau was discussed. The Secretary explained that 
next year a new Bureau for the 2016-2020 term had to be elected. Ms Sherinne Thompson 
(World bank Group) and Ms Adele Torrance (UNESCO) volunteered to be on the Election 
Committee. The Secretary will contact them at the beginning of 2016 to establish the 
procedure and set-up the election for the new SIO Bureau. 
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26. Recommendations 
 
The Recommendations Committee produced three recommendations, which were discussed 
during the meeting. The recommendations were commented upon and adjusted accordingly. 
The finalised and approved recommendations are annexed to these minutes (Annex 2). 
 

27. 2016 meeting / Set-up election committee for new SIO Bureau (2016 – 2020) 
 
For the discussion on the 2016 meeting and the set-up of the election committee, see item 25. 
 

28. Any other business / next meeting announcement 
 
Some institutions expressed their willingness to organise the next meetings. The Secretary 
will contact them in due course and will set the date of the meeting in co-operation with the 
host organisation. 
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Annex 1 

Tour the Table  

(Contributions from approved organizations) 
 
Organisation Name: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
Location of HQ:  Paris, France 
Business area within organisational structure: Executive Directorate / Digital, Knowledge & 
Information Service / Knowledge & Information Services / Knowledge & Information 
Management Unit (EXD/DKI/KIS/KIM) 
Number of staff: 18 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: Reorganisation of the Executive Directorate; 
Implementation of Semantic enrichment & Ontology Management – Linked Data; 
Information Management Policy, Instructions and Procedures; Digitisation of historical 
collections on micro-format. 
Future developments: Implementation of Information Management Policy; Semantic 
enrichment of OECD records – Knowledge Base; Digital heritage; Leverage innovative 
projects based on semantic technologies and linked data. 
Organisation Name: The International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) 
Location of HQ: Rome, Italy 
Business area within organisational structure: Records Management and Archives Unit, 
Administrative Services Division (ADM) 
Number of staff: 45 (6 in Records Management Team) 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: Definition of functional requirements for a new 
Electronic Documents and Records Management System; Paperless initiatives: agreement 
reached with Legal, Audit and Financial Controllers Departments in order to receive financial 
documentation about operations only in electronic format (decrease of 60% in paper 
received); agreement reached with Legal Department in order to reduce number of legal 
agreement paper copies signed when new loan is approved (from 6 copies to 2 copies).  
File Plan and Retention Schedules review to apply functional approach and big buckets 
approach: 3 out of 16 Departments have been completed; Arrangement and description of 
archival series according to ISAD-G standard. 
Future developments: Records Management Policy and Procedures Review; Implementation 
of the new Electronic Document and Records Management System; New training course 
development for newcomers and refreshing course for existing staff; New arrangements in 
Archives. 
Organisation Name: European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) 
Location of HQ: London, United Kingdom 
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Business area within organisational structure: Records Management and Archives (RM&A) 
Information Technology Department (Human Resources and Corporate Services Vice 
Presidency) 
Number of staff: 13 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: In general: A review of the RM&A services took 
place last year to ensure that we respond to the current challenges of the digital world. Three 
internal working groups were created: Policy/Procedures; Image and Outreach; and Future 
Role. As a result, the structure of the RM&A team was changed: an RM Systems team was 
created - dedicated to IT projects - as well as an Archivist position.  
On Records Management: Start of the change of departmental File Plans/ Retention 
Schedules to a new simplified function-based format, applying it to network drives; 
Involvement in the development and implementation of workflow systems with automatic 
downloads in Livelink (e.g. Matter Management System in Legal and Compliance 
departments); As a reaction to the situation in the Ukraine, devising specific procedures for 
handling official records in planned and emergency evacuations from our Resident Offices; 
Development of the disposition module in LLRM; Active participation to the major Livelink 
upgrade to CS10: testing; updating guides; upgrading Livelink RM module. 
On Archives: Drafting the framework for a ‘Digital Preservation Policy’; Start of identifying, 
capturing and indexing digital photos and videos for the Bank Archives; Migration of the 
audio collection to digital format; Development of a methodology for the selection of project 
records for permanent retention. 
Future developments: Finalise the change of departmental File Plans/ Retention Schedules in 
line with a new simplified function-based format, applying it to network drives; Pursue the 
Digital Preservation project based on the Digital Preservation Policy; Develop a methodology 
for the declassification of records; Develop a disposition process for digital records kept in 
Livelink systems and on network drives. 
Organisation Name: Bank for International Settlements (BIS) 
Location of HQ: Basel, Switzerland 
Business area within organisational structure: Information and Collaboration, Information 
Management Services 
Number of staff: 2.5 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: A feasibility study for a digital preservation service 
was completed in 2014, establishing high level requirements, identifying possible solutions 
and delivering a business case and roadmap; A 6 month project to establish a central 
publications archive was completed in 2014, providing one repository for all print titles and 
simplifying access for internal and external researchers; An assessment of the physical 
condition of the BIS photo collection was carried out by an external specialist in photo 
conservation, identifying a series of recommended actions to protect photographs and 
negatives. 
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Future developments: A proof of concept project for digital preservation is planned for 2015 
to investigate the implications of establishing a digital preservation service at the BIS; A 
commercially available software product has been selected and the project will explore 
various BIS scenarios, involving the preservation of structured and unstructured data, 
including records from the organisation’s document management system; A plan of work has 
been established for 2015-2016 to rehouse the photo collection and address key conservation 
issues. 
Organisation Name: Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR) 
Location of HQ: Geneva, Switzerland 
Business area within organisational structure: Records and Archives Section/ Division of 
External Relations (RAS/DER) 
Number of staff: 14  
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: Archives: Procurement and implementation of 
online Archives ISAD (G) compliant catalogue platform Adlib; Development of the business 
case for long term preservation; Project Information, Records Management and Archives of 
Syria and Iraq Situations (2014-2017); Purchase of 4000 new licenses for e-SAFE and 7000 
Tempo Box (UNHCR EDRMS System Open Text ECM10 platform); Update e-SAFE platform; 
Organization EDRMS User Group Meeting in Geneva. 
Future developments:  Finalization e-SAFE Global Roll Out (2015-2018), including: Update 
Guidance and creation of blended training in Records Management, Creation of the Global 
Records Management Support Unit and E-SAFE Support in UN City Copenhagen (4 staff) & 
Upgrade of a G5 position to P2 to coordinate HQ Records Management and Support Unit; 
Finalization of Business for Long Term preservation (2015); Revision Records and Archives 
Policy (2015); Arrangement and Description and disclosure of Balkans Crisis files, fundraising 
and partnership projects (2015-2016). 
Organisation Name: World Bank Group 
Location of HQ: Washington D.C., United States of America 
Business area within organisational structure: World Bank Group Archives, Knowledge and 
Information Services, Information and Technology Solutions VP 
Number of staff: 22 (plus 6 contractors & 8 consultants) 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: Enhancing Access to Information (AI): Launch of the 
Archives Holdings Access to Memory (AtoM) website; Launch of the Oral History website; 
Display of the project related Archival records in the external Projects and Operations Portal; 
Disclosure of metadata for non-public documents older than 20 years in the Bank’s 
Documents and Reports database; Enhancement of multi-lingual capabilities of the AI Case 
Management System; Launch of the functionality in the Bank’s EDRMS to allow documents 
filed as “Public” to be searchable & accessible. 
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Information Management (IM): Launch of the IM Annual Report; Centralization on the IM 
staff; Engagement with the business through the IM Focal Points; Pilot of the first electronic 
destruction of records in the Bank’s EDRMS; Reformat of the Management of Records Policy 
(AMS 10.11) to comply with the Bank’s new Policy and Procedure Framework; Partnership 
with the Enterprise Architecture to prepare a new enterprise wide IM Strategy; Enhancement 
of the usability of the Bank’s EDRMS by launching EZ file (auto profiling).  
Future developments:  Harmonize the information landscape: implement a common topic 
taxonomy and metadata across document and record repositories to allow linking of similar 
content in search results and improved discovery; Further enhance the usability of the Bank’s 
EDRMS by a) integrate document systems like SharePoint, Share Drives, Box with EDRMS, b) 
expand auto profiling (EZ File) beyond MS Outlook, c) adopt semantic tools to add metadata 
to filed documents, d) improve performance of profiling and searching for documents and e) 
enable mobile/offline capture; Build a Digital Vault:  create a platform & related services to 
ensure long-term preservation of digital records with permanent retention; Review AI Policy: 
define a time period beyond which information covered by some AI Policy exceptions can be 
declassified; Explore and define standards for Open Archives.   
Organisation Name: United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC) 
Location of HQ: Bonn, Germany 
Business area within organisational structure: Information & Knowledge Management (IKM) 
decentralized IKM servicing the largest substantive programme within UNFCCC  
Number of staff: 3 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: For Background: SDM: a programme within the 
UNFCCC secretariat supporting market-based mechanisms.  The UNFCCC reports to Parties 
and is funded directly from the Parties.  SDM, with separate funding, reports administratively 
to the secretariat but its budget and programme of work is managed by 2 separate 
regulatory bodies. IKM is a team within SDM programme dedicated to managing information 
for the regulatory bodies as well as for the programme. 
Highlights: Completion, management & proliferation of SDM’s Taxonomy. Taxonomy is being 
used to align 5 different systems (time management, customer relationship, email,   
SharePoint and Shared Network Drive (G drive); Operating an efficient and effective records 
management programme. Completed an electronic records inventory of all SDM staff from 
November 2014 – January 2015; designed and rolling out a “Records Management & You” 
mandatory training program tailored to individual units and teams; Supporting & 
implementing the roll-out of internal programme SharePoint sites; Operating and 
maintaining a time management system. The system tracks staff and non-staff costs against 
all routine and project activities and has been built, structured and organized based on our 
business classification scheme (taxonomy). We operate a helpdesk, answering questions 
from staff and managers, train staff on how to track their time and perform quality checks on 
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the data. We report to the regulatory bodies on cost per project and activity; Processing and 
facilitating our regulatory body official documents to ensure accessibility and transparency. 
We index, catalogue and tag our regulatory body meeting reports and documentation using 
our taxonomy (i.e. business functions, decision classes, document types and keywords). 
Future developments: Information gathered from the Records inventory will feed into an 
information strategy plan; Develop and finalize retention schedules for unique carbon market 
regulatory body documents, in consultation with records management consultants; Transfer 
physical records of regulatory bodies to the main Archives of UNFCCC; Provide SharePoint 
“Drop in” sessions specifically for SP focal points in order to provide peer assisted training. 
Organisation Name: European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) 
Location of HQ: Heidelberg, Germany 
Business area within organisational structure:  Reporting directly to the Director General 
Number of staff: 1 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: In 2014, EMBL recruited its first archivist to set up 
the EMBL institutional archive for its 5 sites (Heidelberg, Hamburg, Monterotondo near Rome, 
Grenoble and Hinxton near Cambridge). 
Future developments:  The Archivist is in post since January 2015. Goals for 2015 include 
selecting and installing software, writing policies, communicating, and preparing 
infrastructure. 
Organisation Name: North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
Location of HQ: Brussels, Belgium 
Business area within organisational structure: NATO Archives 
Number of staff: 12 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: NATO Archives Online; Preserving and Describing 
Records of NATO’s Operations (Afghanistan, Balkans etc.); Preservation of Digital Records of 
Long Term Value – Request for Proposal; Streamlining process for declassification and public 
disclosure of NATO Information (transparency); Preparation of move of the archival holdings 
to new HQ; Exhibits and other outreach activities. 
Future developments:  Trusted Digital Repository; Move of archival holdings to new HQ; 
Further development of NATO Archives Online. 
Organisation Name: Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) 
Location of HQ: Vienna, Austria; Archive in Prague, Czech Republic 
Business area within organisational structure: Archives and Research Centre 
Number of staff: 8 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: The on-going completion, re-adjustment and re-
location of archive collections done in light of the schematic record audit and the continued 
archives floor mapping survey in 2014 have turned the catalogue into a long-term project. An 
appropriate archive software programme for storing and managing this collection of data is 
needed and should be acquired in nearby future. Missing archive items and records were 
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identified and their originators located. Once the archive acquisition policy has been agreed 
upon, these items can be reclaimed. Records Management Unit’s draft file plan and retention 
schedule have allowed a more concise circumference of non-active record series with 
historical and permanent retention value, currently accounted for in the closed down mission 
record collections the archives have accessioned.  
Future developments:  The preparatory work for the release of the new acquisition policy 
has been carried out with a view to be released in 2015, together with the relevant forms 
(including archive access rules). Specific terminology definitions and record descriptions that 
illustrate the types and categories of documents with permanent retention value (especially 
those generated by field operations) will complement the Archives and Record Management 
Manual (ARMM) to be presented during a general Record Management Workshop to take 
place in October 2015. 
Organisation Name: European Space Agency (ESA) 
Location of HQ: Paris, France 
Business area within organisational structure: Space activities 
Number of staff: 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: ESA celebrated the 50th Anniversary of the ESRO 
and ELDO Conventions. The main events were held in Paris at UNESCO (Political event), Berlin 
(ILA, Industrial event) and Geneva (Science and international cooperation). Each 
establishment also organised a ceremony, during the year in presence of the Director General 
and high level national authorities (His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, Research 
Ministers, etc…). Two books published with the involvement of the Records Management 
Office: John Krige, Fifty years of European Cooperation in Space and Celebrating Half a 
Century in Space, with the recollections of the events. ISO 9001 Management Project in ESA is 
now fully deployed and the ESA Records Manager chairs a Network of representatives from 
each directorate for the implementation of the Document and Records Management Policy. 
Sharepoint was deployed in several directorates by IT, as Documentum was not fully 
accepted by users for their local needs. 
Future developments:  Replacement of our database of official documents, currently based 
on Documentum (requirements to be collected by December); Oral History project to be 
extended; New ESA Director General, as from 1st of July. A reorganisation is foreseen, which 
might have an impact on Records management Office, within the DG Cabinet. 
Organisation Name: Open Society Archives, Open society Foundations (OSA) 
Location of HQ:  Budapest, Hungary & New York, United States of America 
Business area within organisational structure: Higher education, NGO 
Number of staff: 30 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: The initiative is called the Roma Digital Repository, 
it aims to build a knowledge base on Roma  minority related projects  within the OSF 
Network, this would also serve as pilot, proof of concept  on combining the historical 
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resources with  more recent resources by using data mining  and data analytics 
methodologies, data processing/sparsing. The ultimate goal is to roll out the project and 
implement it across the whole network by integrating it with existing business solutions. The 
long term goal is to open up the repository to non OSF employees and the public information 
database should become part of the European Roma Cultural Institute. In 2014 and 2015 we 
were scanning the scattered resources in 10 countries, Czech Republic, Hungary Romania, 
Ukraine, Macedonia, Albania, etc.  These resources are deposited in a cloud based repository 
and we have just started the data processing phase. 
Future developments:  OSA is in the process of rolling out its Archival Management System, 
it is a custom designed solution based on open source components. It links all resources 
including the digital repository and the library catalogue. In the NY headquarters, there will 
be a new email retention policy, exit policy for spin off organizations and new security policy. 
Organisation Name: European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training 
(CeDeFop) 
Location of HQ: Thessaloniki, Greece 
Business area within organisational structure: Department for Communication – Library and 
Documentation Service 
Number of staff: 1.7 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: Upgrade of our ECMS Livelink (OpenText) to CS10; 
Use of Physical Objects / Records Management functionality in ECMS to track retention 
periods and manage physical records; Appraisal of archives deposited by services in 
Cedefop’s main archives and electronic records in the Records Bank; Elaborating the concept 
and selecting pictures, documents, artefacts for the preparation of Cedefop’s 40th 
anniversary (20 years in Berlin and 20 years in Thessaloniki). The exhibition will be opened on 
11th June in Thessaloniki and will travel to Brussels; Enhancement of registration of incoming 
and outgoing records in Cedefop’s electronic document and records management system 
(ECMS) LiveLink; We provided further training to Cedefop’s records bank correspondents in 
the operational areas; Scanning of all personal files by external contractor: all files are 
secured in the Records Bank. 
Future developments: SharePoint Pilot in 2015 to test: document / content management / 
collaboration, migration of shared drives, auditing, versioning, access control; Office 
integration and Web Apps (online concurrent editing), Search, Workflows, Forms 
management, Records management capabilities, intranet); Updating classification plan and 
retention schedule to ensure accordance with Commission retention rules and evolving 
requirements concerning public access and data protection. Further cooperation with EU 
Commission, EU Historical Archives and EU Agencies on updated archives regulation (354/83); 
Digitisation of all inactive hard-copy records which require long-term preservation. 
Application of optical character recognition (OCR) to all PDF records requiring long-term 
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preservation; Full implementation of Physical Objects / Records Management functionality in 
ECMS. 
Organisation Name: Council of Europe 
Location of HQ: Strasbourg, France 
Business area within organisational structure: Information Management Division 
Number of staff: 14 
Main developments during 2014 / 2015: On Enterprise content management (ECM): 
Continued deployment of Document Management System with SharePoint 2013 and Records 
Management System with Documentum 6.7; Currently rollout of user-survey to evaluate and 
review SharePoint 2013 as document management system (Two options: to replace or to 
enhance). Focus on: migration of documents from legacy system. After introduction of 
SharePoint 2013 as Enterprise Search, it has been implemented also as public search engine. 
Major project to offer an integrated ECM solution to the Committee of Ministers, executive 
body of the Council of Europe, providing meeting management, document management, and 
a customised search interface for delegates, built around Documentum, using SharePoint 
2013 for search. The Management of Council of Europe Archives is ongoing, but temporary 
closure of Archives for external users due to concentration of resources on ECM. 
Future developments: Introduction of auto-classification and Interim solution for audio-
visual assets (before MAM) which ensures access to public over the Internet. 
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Annex 2 

 

41st ICA/SIO Annual Meeting 

European Central Bank 

10 - 12-June 2015  

 

ICA / SIO Recommendations 

 

1. SIO takes note of the report of the Joint Inspection Unit of the United Nations 
system (JIU/REP/2013/2) and acknowledges the scope and value of the 6 recommendations 
made in the report. SIO encourages the UN organizations and other SIO members to take 
coordinated action on the JIU recommendations. 

2. SIO recognises the potential of Information Governance frameworks to strengthen 
archives and record management programs; it recommends that SIO members take efforts 
to fully engage in the development and implementation of IG frameworks. 

3. In keeping with the ICA Universal Declaration on Archives and the ICA Principles of 
Access to Archives, SIO recommends that members continue development of tools to 
expand access to their archives. 

 

Done and Approved on 12 June 2015  
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Annex 3 

41st ICA/SIO Annual meeting 

European Central Bank, Frankfurt am Main 

10-12 June 2015 

 

List of participants 
  

Participant's organisation Name of participant 
 

Participant's organisation Name of participant  

WIPO     Milovan Misic SIO Chairperson 

ECB Jan Lohman SIO Secretary 

UN MICT Tom Adami SIO Bureau member 

UNOG            Blandine Blukacz-Louisfert SIO Bureau member 

BSTDB Evangelia Kargianioti SIO Bureau member 

BIS   Piet Clement  

Bundesarchiv   Kerstin Arnold  

OSCE Secretariat          Jan Plešinger  

UN Secretariat            Bridget Sisk  

UN MICT                                                  Elizabeth Emmerson  

UNECA     Charles Muraya  

UNHCR            Montserrat Canela Garayoa  
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UN-Habitat         Hellen Nyabera  

OPCW  Ishumael Zinyengere  

OSA    Gabriella Ivacs  

OECD   Jan Anno Schuur  
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